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Abstract

The study explores the concept of collaborative information system among three main partners such as the government, universities and industries, which are involved in human capital development and workforce employment in any country. The idea of having collaboration among all these partners in information system is really vital, as in isolation those three big icons cannot produce optimum output for a country. The prime objective of this study is to investigate the possibility of collaborating the Government, University and Industry (GUI) at a standard online platform where each of them is able to access, exchange, and represent information for the greater benefit of the citizens for a particular country, especially in the context of Malaysia. The description of the partners includes the functionalities and information services offered by each of the collaborative icon together with brief concept of implementation mechanism. As the expected outcome, the citizens would get ample information based on their needs. The discussion incorporates the justification of why three partners have been chosen for collaboration in this study. Finally, future implications indicate the direction of the design and successful implementation of this study.
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Introduction

The advancement of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and World Wide Web (WWW) has significant impact on the process of information sharing. Though the demand for information delivery mechanism is not new, but for collaborative information system or mechanism is the demand for today. Based on the existing literature, it is found that earlier researches conducted by Getz, (1977), Swanson & Culnan (1978) and Molhort (1985) had predicted the combination of data resources into a single entity. This was due to the realization that information system often requires the presence of data from external environment so as to increase its efficiency.
Even though the Internet and the web have brought much flexibility, but still many challenges remain around due to the endless demands from the users. In general, for most of the cases, information is available on the web and the information resources are located in isolation. Therefore, users often face challenges to find intended information in a short time with less effort. At this background, the necessity of having a collaborative information sharing system has been risen, where users can engage in shared activity, usually from remote locations, work together toward a common goal, and have a vital need to share information and exchange requests with each other (Farley, J., 1998).

Looking at the past, over the years there has been an increase in partnerships between government’s data repository with various public and the private domains. Therefore, this study came up with a proposal which expects to collaborate with the government, university, and industry in order to serve the potential graduates, parents, as well as citizens with a wider information pool at a single portal. In brief, the proposed collaborative information sharing system would be used to present information from diverse sources e.g. Malaysian e-government web portal, SME corporation web portal, and Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA) portal in a unified way. In this paper, the definition of collaborative information system together with short literature review has been presented, and in addition, a brief concept and functionalities of each entity in the study model has been incorporated.

Understanding Collaborative Information Systems

To understand collaborative information systems, first we need to know what collaboration is. Collaboration is known as a recursive process where two or more persons or organizations work together to understand shared goals. For example, an intellectual effort which is creative in nature made by sharing knowledge, learning and building consensus. Most collaboration requires leadership participation, and the form of leadership can be social within a decentralized group. In particular, teams that work in collaboration can obtain greater resources, recognition and various rewards (wikipedia). Collaboration in the field of business could be found in both inter and intra-organization. Collaboration between team members in a group allows for better communication within an organization and also throughout the supply chains. In the education sector, collaborative partnerships are developed by mutual agreement between two or more partners to work together on projects and activities which will enhance the quality of education for students while improving critical skills to success at the workplace.

Overall, collaborative information systems is the information sharing among the parties through a particular system platform that houses dynamic and interactive information seeking and receiving by the user groups. For this proposed project, collaborative information systems (CIS) means a sharing of information and representation of all information come from associated parties (industries, government, and higher learning institutions) via a dynamic web portal as an interactive platform to its users.

Literature Review

The term “Collaboration” is not an option, but a necessity, and thus, is often required or encouraged for activities that are so complex or difficult to deal for an individual, people or organization (Denning, P. J. and Yaholkovsky, P., 2008). In some circumstances involving information seeking and information sharing also called as collaborative effort. According to Twidale and Nichols (1996) they have argued that introducing support for collaborative work into information retrieval system would help end-users to learn and use the system more effectively. There was a study conducted by Morris (2008) that showed, from 204 knowledge workers that the majority of them wanted to collaborate to every specific goal. Shah (2008) argued that our understanding of how people work in collaboration of information sharing projects, and the tools that support such activities are inadequate.
From the view of existing literatures of collaborative information systems (CIS), it is obvious that through much research have been conducted in the field of CIS, however for information sharing among the public and private sectors though gateway portal is very limited. Yet, no much research found available which represents the idea or implementation of CIS among the government, industries, and higher learning institutions. Though Sohn et al (2007) talked about designing and implementing Information System for the MBO of National Research and Development Projects incorporated by Industries, Universities and Government-supported Research Institutions, but how to achieve successful implementation of that project is still lacking. Kuzuoka, et al (1999) have stated about the video mediated remote collaboration system named Agora that enables mutual monitoring. However, an effort has been established in Malaysia to collaborate innovation which is named as “Innovation Xchange: connecting for collaborative innovation”. Its main services are for the organizations rather than individual people or general public. There is no offering as collaborative information system at Innovation Xchange (Innovation Xchange, 2011). No information available on the Institutions of Higher Learning (IHL) or Industry or Government in order to serve citizens’ needs. It has a section to ask questions about industry, academia, and government; but no available information on university curricula, potential graduates, and industry demand in terms of employee skills. Overall, Innovation Xchange is a profit oriented organization and does not serve the purpose of the proposed “collaborative information system: connecting the government, university and industry”.

**Description of the proposed system**

The proposed collaborative information portal inherits the main purpose of the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) Malaysia i.e. boosting Malaysia into an information and knowledge age with the extension of the scope of the parties or systems that will be collaborated. The portal will feature on education, government and industrial sector. The portal shall be working by pulling information from the three knowledge repository to a single platform. These knowledge repositories will include Malaysian e-government portal, industry portal represented by SME-corporation, and higher learning institution portal represented by coordination of Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA).

By providing this central pool for all the required information to the various stakeholders, this system will help various decision makers to reach informed decisions. For example, the government will find it easier to plan for its current and future graduates by creating the necessary job opportunities based on its expected graduates. Government would also advise its institutions of higher learning as to which area they should pay special attention. Through this portal, the government will know how many jobs to create for each category, or advise universities to train more students in a particular area where it expects to create jobs in a given timeframe, and less number of student in other fields which don’t seem to have any job opportunities in that particular time frame.
Proposed Model for the Collaborative Information System

Figure 1. Study Model for the Collaborative Information System
Malaysian E-Government Portal
In an effort aimed at offering a single source of information to its citizens, the government of Malaysia in 1997 developed an “e-government portal” (Kaur, 2006). This initiative was aimed at increasing the speed and quality of service delivery towards its citizens (Malaysia Government’s official portal, 2011). This portal has been able to improve the convenience, accessibility and efficiency of communication within the society and businesses. As a result, this portal has improved information flow and processes within the government thus increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of policy development and enforcement. However, this portal is still missing out some important information yet this same information is kept in isolation on some other independent portals like the MQA and SME portals among others.

This proposed collaborative information system will help in bridging this gap by providing a mechanism to connect these independent portals together thereby eliminating redundancies and inconsistencies. Through this collaborative information system the government will be able to provide information regarding government job opportunities together with the relevant academic requirements. The other services will include providing information regarding availability of education and research grants and investment opportunities. On the other hand the government will be able to get information pertaining to the currently enrolled students in all universities and colleges around the country. The government will also be able to get a detailed list of available jobs in the private sector, lists of courses offered by each university or college, minimum academic requirements for each job category and information regarding the unemployed graduates, plus any other relevant information.

Higher Learning Institution Portal
The Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA) was set up to improve the quality of academic programs in institutions of higher learning. Through this agency the government evaluates the quality of services and programs in these institutions. The Malaysian Qualification Agency conducts its main activities through its portal known as the MQA portal (Malaysian Qualification Agency, 2011). In view of the proposed collaborative web portal, the MQA is expected to supply information regarding the curriculum used by the higher education and the number of students in each educational term. Other information will include details about available scholarships, universities and graduates. In return the MQA portal will be able to pull information from the proposed collaborative system about the available and planned jobs at industry and government, the required skills for each job category and research grants among other issues.

Industry Representative Portal
There are three relative portals to represent the industries in Malaysia which are found in this study such as the portal of the ministry of international trade and industry, SMEinfo portal, and SMEcorp portal. As SME annual report 2009/10 identifies the total number of industries established based on different sectors (SME Annual report (2009/10): Transforming to the New Economic Model, 2011), it is then necessary to analyze and understand which portal will best serve the purpose of this project. The following is the short descriptions of functionalities of three selected alternative portals in order to justify how SMEcorp will be able represent the majority of industries in Malaysia compared to the other two alternatives.

A. What does the portal of the ministry of international trade and industry have
There is a portal managed by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry Malaysia which provides many supports and resources for the SMEs in Malaysia, but there is no information on the SMEs themselves such as what type of activities a SME performs, what are their products, what are their milestones and strategic goals etc., are absent in the portal concerning a particular SME. No dynamic communication is established among the SME owners and the ministry side through the portal. If one browses through the portal and intend to know about the industry information, he or she would find industry profiles where types of industry are manufacturing and services which do not provide the details
of each industry except providing the information on requirements, scopes, status and investments of certain type of industry. Overall, the portal of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry Malaysia does not serve the purpose what this paper trying to focus (SME in Malaysia, 2011).

B. What does SMEinfo portal have

The SMEinfo is known as “One Stop Information portal” for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which provides information on all aspects of SME Development including some areas such as Financing, Advisory Services, Training Programs, Business and Networking opportunities as well as other SMEs Developmental Programs or initiatives by the Malaysian Government and the Private Sectors. In the portal, there is a section called “SME Business Directory” and in that directory there are seven business sectors having total 16920 registered companies as estimated on January 26, 2011 (SME Business Directory, 2011). Each registered company has its own profile.

C. What does SMECorporation portal have

The portal of SME-corporation promotes the development of competitive and innovative SMEs through effective supervision and provision of business support. It provides business advisory services through the “SME Business Centre” and disseminates information regarding Government funds and inducement on SMEs. It also improvises national SME database, facilitates linkages with large companies and multinational corporations, and being channel for feedback on various SME issues. SME-corporation portal has a section called “List of Companies” where 29 categories of companies are listed there (SME Corporation Malaysia: List of companies, 2011). The difference between SMEinfo and SMEcorp (in term of the intention of this study) is that SMEcorp has many categories of industry compared to SMEinfo. Thus, for this study, SMEcorp has been chosen to represent the model of industry portal, and expected to share information to and from the proposed collaborative web portal.

D. What to share by SMEcorp to collaborative web portal and vice versa.

From the perspective of industry portal, the employers would provide feedbacks on the required skills of the potential workforces, the available vacancies in the respective companies, currently employed entry level graduates, and corporate information. On the other hand, they would receive the information on the potential supply of workforce for the industries, information on various courses that graduates have gone through, and currently enrolled students etc. Expected benefits of the system would be that the employers receive graduates or job seekers according to their needs. Actually, they would find right candidates for the right positions, and employers will not need to spend lot of money for providing basic skill-training as universities expected to input the basic ground into the graduates which is desired by the employers.

General Public Perspective

Finally, the general public including parents, guardians and students will be able to get free carrier guidance information. This will include information about; the available and planned jobs and remuneration attached to each job category, the required skills, universities that offer the relevant courses etc. This will help students choose the right courses based on their preference and also based on the knowledge of the availability of jobs and the remunerations attached to each particular professional category. The proposed collaborative system will employ a strong algorithm that will be able to relate the job to the skills required, then to the relevant courses that should be studies and finally point at the universities that offer those courses. Through this collaborative system the public will be able to give a feedback to all stakeholders especially the government about the details of unemployed and underemployed graduates, and any other complaints and suggestions.

Discussion on the Study Model

In the study model, we have a representative for each collaborative partner (government, university, industry). In that case, government portal is represented by Malaysian e-Government portal, industry portal is represented by SME Corporation, and higher-learning institution portal is represented by Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA). The reason of selecting a representative for each participative
partner is that currently there is no specific portal for any of those three. Therefore, for this study we have
gone through many alternatives and justified what are the existing portals that serve the purposes of
collaborative information sharing system. Though, there is a portal representing almost all higher learning
institutions in Malaysia (Malaysia University Portal, 2011) but that is serving different means than the
objectives of proposed collaborative web portal.

Implication for Future Study
This study is just a conceptualization of the project. Based on the existing literature on collaborative
information systems, we found that Sohn et. al (2007) have conducted study on the designing and
implementing Information System for the MBO of National Research and Development Projects
incorporated by Industries, Universities and Government-supported Research Institutions. That was a
study on how to achieve successful implementation of massive research and development projects
requiring collaboration among industries, universities and government-supported research institute. No
other studies have been conducted on designing a collaborative information systems among the
government, university and industry especially for current and potential graduates, parents, and as well as
general public. Thus, future attempt of this study should take part into the implementation perspective
where a structured description on the functionalities of each partner (government, university, industry)
would be required.

Conclusion
This study proposes a collaborative information sharing system which would serve its users with wide
and related information obtained from three key partners (government, university, and industry) in the
context of Malaysia. It is expected that after successfully implementation of this system, the targeted
users such as graduates, parents, government, employers, as well as all citizens would get the required
information to make decision for their particulars. Graduates would know which sector has the high
demand, parents would know which department the children need to be enrolled in, potential employers
(government and industry) would know what the university is producing, and university would know
what the skills industry demand for etc. Overall, this system would be a virtual platform for providing
information on human capital development for strategic use of the country, particularly in Malaysia.
There is an advantage for this system to be implemented or enhanced, is that for the three collaborative
partners, each of them has an existing representative (Malaysia e-government site, SME corporation site,
and MQA web portal). Now the only effort needs is to initiate the collaboration.
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